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ABSTRACT 

ARIEL COOKSEY 

P R PTIONS AND ATTITUDES OF TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS ON 
GENDER AND SEXUALITY 

DECEMBER 2012 

The present tudy focuses on a series of in-depth interviews with self-identified 

tran g nder persons for the purpose of discerning any patterns that emerge with regards 

to th ir exual orientation gender identity, and experiences with transitioning to the 

oppo ite x. The tudy is qualitatively based, consisting of four in-depth interviews 

which were recorded and transcribed in order to identify possible connections through a 

ground d theory approach. The study contains discussions pertaining to the social 

con tructi n of biological sex, medical and mental healthcare as it pertains to the 

tran nder con1munity, as well as the complication of labeling within the transgender 

population. Du to small sample size the present study is not generalizable and serves· as 

pilot r earch for a later in-depth project concerning healthcare and stigma. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

And the man said 

' This is now bone of my bones And.flesh o.f my.flesh; 

he shall be called Woman Because she was taken out qf Man. '' 

Genesi5 2:23 The Holy Bible New American Standard 

Tran genderism or the concept of transcending gender, is no stranger to the 

ann 1 of hi tory mythology and religion. Examples of trans gender identity appear 

er -culturally through the ages even pre-dating the Common Era: beard-yielding 

H t h p ut s ascension to the throne as Pharaoh (literally 'King") of Egypt in 1503 

B. . . · th Ancient Greek renderings of Hermaphroditus son of Hermes and Aphrodite 

h lov r united with him to form one being possessing both male and female exual 

charact ri ·tics· r the c lebration of Native American 'berdache" (or ' two-spirit' ) 

traditi n in which a body hou e both feminine and masculine spirits. 

Origin tori c nt r d n tran gender or hermaphroditism are common 

thr ugh ut r Ii i u and ultural legends. A notable e ample is found in Plato The 

S n1posiun1 in hich dinner gu ts take tum prai ing the gods of Love. When it com 

to ri t ph ne the reat c mic poet Lov i prai ed in a 1nyth relating the beginning of 

humankind. In this 1nyth humans posses four arms four legs two heads and o on; this 
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duality included genitalia and while some humans had two sets of male organs or two 

sets of female organs some had both male and female organs at once. These beings were 

con idered twice the beings of modernity and the gods feared their power. In order to 

limit the pow r of thi dual race Zeus (king of the ancient Greek gods) cut these human 

in half. ince th n as the myth goes humans have been searching the earth in order to 

rejoin with th ir other halves· when these counterparts are found humans cling to the1n 

and call it Love. Within this context not only did people begin as intersexed and 

di tinctiv ly xed alike but the halves reuniting included won1an with woman and man 

with man in ssence commenting on the organic nature of alternate forms of love and 

uality. 

This mytho of ancient polytheistic lore does not stand alone in its treatment of 

alt rnative nder identities. Even in the Judea-Christian tradition that dominates the 

Unit d Stat ., evidence may be found in scriptures that suggest the existence and perhaps 

v n d ification of the third gender.' In the well-known creation story from the 

hri tian Old Te tament God created man and from 1nan created wo1nan. Since the text 

indi cat wo1nan was literally crafted from the flesh of man, one may intuit that man and 

wo1nan began as one in the same body and since God created man in God s image, one 

n1ay a um that this God may have also possessed both sexes. The nature of storie like 

thi ha emblazoned transgenderism upon the cultural imagination and generated a 

controver y of morality and legitimacy that persists today. 
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The modem emergence of transgender identity as a more recognized and steadily 

growing population has prompted as many new questions as those that have been 

answ red. Though we are making progress in learning about the medical and physical 

realiti s the e individuals experience as well as seeing headway in the legal and mental 

h althcare sy terns to accommodate transgender people, little is known of their personal 

r flection and ideas about sex gender sexual orientation, and where they find 

th m Iv along the ever more complex spectrum of identification. 

he present study developed from the need to gain more qualitative information 

about th lived experiences of transgender individuals to bridge a critical gap in gender 

and uality knowledge particularly concerning the connections that exist between 

g nd rand e uality in general. The present study involves in-depth semi-structured 

int rvi w with tran gender-identified individuals focused on shedding light on the 

f ollowin que tions: How do transgerider people place themselves on the spectrum of 

g nd r id ntity and of sexual orientation? How do transgender people perceive gender 

id ntity and sexual orientation? How do transgender people seek to or undertake the 

tran ition to the opposite sex as a means to reconcile their physically sexed body with 

th ir g nder identity? What are the central concerns for transgender people in terms of 

th 1r xperience with transition and re-acquaintance with the world in a new identity? 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the interconnected concepts of gender 

id ntity., exuality and biological sex as they pertain to transgenderisn1 and within 

ociety. This study nee ssarily engages in a discussion of the social constn1cts of gender 
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and the pos ibility of sex as a sociobiological construct, as well as an examination of 

social i ue and implications of transgenderism and stigma. 

SIGNIFICANCE 

The pr s nt tudy heds light on the lived experiences of transgender persons 

indi idual whose marginality resembles that of other marginalized populations and yet 

repr nt an under-researched population. This descriptive data therefore, serves as a 

t mpl t for a more comprehensive theory of stigma and identity. This study also 

mine the link between gender, sexuality and biological sex which at present is not 

fu lly und r t d. This tudy serves as a step toward a more complete grasp of the 

nuance of this matrix not only as they pertain to transgenderism, but to the whole of 

ci ty. Thi tudy erves as a springboard for medical and 1nental health consideration, 

providing in ight into th perceptions of physical and psychological healthcare delivery 

from th p r p ctiv of a population historically denied equitable access and which 

continues to be 1nisunderstood within the healthcare establishment. Such understandings 

ill c ntribut to th thical considerations and applications of healthcare training and 

pra tic . 

PLAN OF WORK 

hapter II provides a comprehensive review of the literature comprising 

tran g nd r r arch. The focus of the chapter includes the demographic data available 
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on the transgender population, the theoretical framework on which this study is based as 

well as ocial issues that arise currently for transgender people. 

hapter III explicates the methodology upon which this study is based. This 

chapter b gins with a discussion of Grounded Theory, includes a section on the definition 

of t rn1s a description of participants and an explanation of recruiting methods, 

retl ti n on the ample risks to participants of the study instruments of data collection 

the proc of data collection the process of data analysis and finally, limitations and 

tr ngth of the tudy. 

hapter IV highlights the results of the present study. This section includes an 

intr duction of participants implications of research questions, and a discussion of these 

implication . 

hapter V concludes this thesis with a summary of the study's primary findings . 

and in1plication as well as investigating possible avenues for further research. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This s ction will illuminate the findings of previous research on the trans gender 

population. It includes an overview of demographics, the theoretical fran1ework upon 

whi h thi th sis is based an overview of the history of transgender research across 

di iplin and a discussion of social issues pertaining to the transgender community. 

DEMOGRAPHICS 

The tran g nder population is a somewhat hidden population, despite many trans

p pl bl nding into the fabric of society. Due to stigma and other social issues that will 

b di cu ed in more detail in this thesis, the group tends to remain hidden. As a result, 

our knowledge regarding their demography is fairly limited. We have some information 

con rning the demographic realities of this concealed community, but critical gaps 

r main. 

In 2006 Mildred Brown and Chloe Rounsley wrote that "roughly 1 per 30,000 

adult n1ale and 1 per 100,000 adult females" seek sex reassignment surgery 1naking the 

ratio of Male-To-Female (MTF) to Fen1ale-To-Male (FTM) transgender people 

a·pproximately 3.3:1 a number that does not account for the transgendered individuals 

who do not seek SRS due to financial and other reasons. This level of incidence and ratio 

is reit rated throughout the literature on the topic. In a sample of the trans gender 
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population in Spain (Gomez-Gil et al. 2006) MTFs were considerably older than FTMs 

when th y requested SRS but the groups did not differ in terms of starting hormone 

th rapy. According to a study on demography of trans-people, (Imbimbo et al. 2009) 

MT t nd d to hold teady jobs ( 63 % ) though 16% were students and 21 % 

unemployed. In this study, 67% of MTFs were in relationships ( 100% of those with 

bi logic 1 male ) 94% expressed receiving family support, while 100% of the sample 

und rw nt p ychotherapy. No demographic data was found discussing these categories 

m n FTM tran uals and none was representative of race ethnicity, or religious 

ffiliati n among MTFs or FTMs. Also no significant data is available noting differences 

in 1 v l of ducation betw n MTFs and FTMS though the majority of trans-people in 

th Unit d tates (roughly 66% of the measured population) are high school graduates . 

( m -Gil t al. 2006). 

Individuals who qualify as clinically transsexual according to the Diagnostic and 

tati tic Manual of Mental Disorders Fourth Edition Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) may 

experi nee comorbid or concurrent, disorders beyond the diagnosis of Gender Identity 

Di ord r (GID) or Gender Dysphoric Disorder (GOD) the disorders typically associated 

with tran gender p ople. The prevalence rate for comorbidity ranges between 3 and 66% 

(M d ddu t al. 2009). In a ample by Madeddu et al. the most frequent comorbid 

di gno w r Personality Disorders (PDs) including in particular narcissistic PD 

ti 11 d by hi tri nic ~nd borderline PDs. Not Otherwise Specified (NOS) PD was · 

diagn din 16% f th mple. No differences of everi.ty were found between the 
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p chopathological profiles of MTFs and FTMs (Madeddu et al., 2009). In the sample by 

m z-Gil t al. FTMs and MTFs showed histories of adjustment disorders 

d v lopment of emotional or behavioral symptoms in response to an identifiable 

tr or) in both MTFs (56%) and FTMs (70.4%), though MTFs were more frequently 

diagno ed with current and/or lifetime alcohol or substance abuse or dependence. In a 

tudy by Nutbrock et al. 78.1 % of respondents reported experiencing gender-related 

p ychological and physical abuse (2010). 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

In 1976 Michel Foucault, a French philosopher and social theorist, published the 

fir t of three volumes entitled 'The History of Sexuality." His work focused on refuting 

th repr ssive hypothesis, ' and argued that the societal repression of natural human 

uality in tead causes this sexuality to become a core component of human identitie~. 

Foucault ( 1991) problen1atized the idea of accepted or "normal" sexuality. His discussion 

of h nnaphrodites or intersex d individuals, provides the precise point in which the 

traditional discourse fails: 'their anatomical disposition their very being confounded the 

law that di tinguished the sexes and prescribed their union" (Foucault 1991: 37). If the 

inter exed person has no prescription for an 'appropriate'" sexual partner, he argued then 

uality 1nu t be fluid and there must not be in actuality an 'appropriate" prescription 

for any per ons. Foucault goes on to discuss homosexuality as a sort of ''hermaplyoditism 

of the oul (p.43). This specific analogy suggests the interconnection of the physical and 

n1ental/emotional biological sex and sexual orientation. 
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oucault posited that There is no single all-encompassing strategy valid for all 

f ciety and uniformly bearing on all the manifestations of sex' (1991: 38). This 

di tinction i important as it introduces the idea that by focusing on a right or "nonnal " 

y in which exuality should play out for instance in the context of heterosexual 

n1aiT1 g , the ociety fails to recognize the manifold means used by sexual politics 

b tw n x age groups and social classes in order to exert power. Exceptionalism., as 

w d through a Foucaultian lens., leaves far too much in the dark. 

Judith Butler., a post-structuralist philosopher and contributor to the field of queer 

th ory tackl d the breakdown of gendering and biologicai sex in her 1990 book Gender 

Troubl . ., Th fir t impo1iant distinction she ·made is the separation of sex from gender, 

on i con ider d an attribute and the latter a socialized role. She went on to refute the 

id a that the two are inextricably connected that one necessarily leads to another. In . 

citin imon de Beauvoir s The Second Sex, in which de Beauvoir speculates "one is not 

born a woman but, rather becomes one ' Butler noted that de Beauvoir fails to say a 

femal i designated the sex of whom is becoming a woman (1990:12). According to 

Butl r ( 1990) if a woman is something one becomes then it is an achievable stature 

one con1pulsively trives for but the compulsive body may not be a female body. This 

illu trat the conundrum society faces in understanding transgender identity· the 

phy ically exed body does not necessarily need to be congruous with the desired_ gender. 

Further thi proble1natizes the idea that there is a natural or i1nmovable course of 

pro re ion from physical sex to gender. 
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Butl r addre ed the stigma associated with non-binary forms of sex, sexuality 

nd g nd r throu h the lens of a phenomenon she calls 'compulsory heterosexuality in 

whi h individuals are socialized to believe their options are limited to two on each count: 

m I lb mal attracted to the opposite sex, and masculine/feminine based upon their 

n tic and g nital make up (1990: 10). What Butler (1990) termed heterosexual and 

phalli ultural conv ntion dictate the perceptions of deviance associated with non-

n rm tive x exual ori ntation and gender identity commenting as Foucault on the 

br kdown of pow rand truggle for control. These same distinctions are brought to light 

and criticized r garding the conventions of the homosexual community; Butler ( 1990) 

equat d th two y terns a imilarly oppressive and binary. This is precisely why he 

gravitat d toward Queer Theory which criticizes the feminist ideas that sex and gender 

r part of the e ntial self and focuses instead on the social constntction of sexual 

id ntiti and ub equent acts. 

rv1n G ffman a trailblazer in micro- and ymbolic interaction regarding role 

th ory anticipates Butler idea of stigma more in-depth. Goffman identified stigma as a 

Gr kt rm that r fl rred to bodily igns designed to expose something unusual and bad 

, bout the moral tatus of the signifier' (1963: 140). The modern incarnation focuses 

in t d n th m ral di grace rather than the bodily identifier. Individual who Ii 

out id th realm of the accepted the perceived ' norms ( or more appropriately ideals ') 

of ci ty li with a hame that i both externally imparted by ociety and ubsequ ntly 

internalized by the stigmatized individual. Transgender individuals are stigmatized in this 
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a from the out ide in and reduced in our minds from a whole and usual person to a 

t int d di counted one due to the perceived difference (1963: 142). According to 

offm n tigma theory society perceives what is deviant to be bad weak or 

dang rou rving only to justify and reiterate societal norms within other conforming 

111 mb r . 

Harold Garfinkel was the first sociologist to examine the specific plight of the 

tran g nd r per on in his 1967 book Studies in Ethnomethodology, when he examined 

th cial implications and ramifications of a young woman named Agnes essentially 

king RS. Th ca e of Agnes was unusual in that Agnes convinced professionals she 

wa wo1nan who was fac d with the conundrum of having a fully formed penis and 

crotum. It came to light that Agnes had in fact been born biologically male and raised as 

uch choosing to transition to living as a woman only a few years prior to Garfinkel"s 

tudy· he had never identified as a male and sought to reconcile her physical appearance 

with her gend rid ntity ( 1967: 136). Garfinkel noted that Agnes sought SRS, despite the 

tign1a e entially associated: ' great risks status degradation, psychological trauma and 

lo of mat rial advantages as well as loss of reputation ... should the change be 

det ct d ( l 967: 136). Garfinkel recognized the stigma concomitant with living as 

1ncongruou ex and g nder expanding upon Goffman s more fundamental construction 

of d viance to include that of the hidden deviant. According to Garfinkel what is crucial 

to th p rience of tigma among transgender people is the degree to which an 

indi idual passes (or can be accepted for legitimately sexed/gendered) and the fear 
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hich ev n among those who pass that they may at any point be discovered 

( 1967: 137). 

Mor recently Peter J. Burke and Jan E. Stets (2009) explicated identity theory 

ithi n th r aim of social psychology which has become a multi-purposed progran11natic 

int nd d to advance theory and research. Along the continuum of symbolic 

int racti ni m identity theory bridges the gap between the psychological verification of 

lf nd the ociological verification of identity. In Identity Theory Burke and Stets 

r u d th t individuals have unique self-appraisals and identities but that these identities 

ar inform d by the index of socially constructed structures; it is through these structures 

th t individuals 1nust interpret their own identities and place them within social 

b undari (2009: 34-35). These boundaries necessarily serve as constraints to the agency 

of individual actors. 

In terms of the pre ent tudy trans gender individuals, indeed like all people, 

vo lve b th intrinsically and extrinsically. Their intrapersonal identity is therefore 

chall nged and manipulated by the need to reconcile their interpersonal identity with 

tho whom they choose to and n1ust associate. Their understanding of their own innate 

id ntity then is contextualized within a framework which has historically rejected them. 

Thi furth r informs our understanding of the delicate balance of managing stigma. 

CRITIQUE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH IN TRANSGENDERISM 

The hi torical body of research in transgender studies is critically lacking across 

di cipline . Though really only coming to light within the past century research has 
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r main d fi d and focused in a set of ways that has served to both hinder the 

v lopm nt fa omprehensive understanding of gender identity and sexual orientation 

II a narrowing the conception of transgenderism in manifold ways. 

In th fi ld of p ychiatry and clinical psychology Gender Identity Disorder 

( ID) i cone ptualized and arguably essentialized, as a cognitive personality disorder 

(Wint r 009). Littl rt ntion i paid in the body of research to the development of 

id ntity by tran gender per ons nor the social difficulties that may manifest in similar 

ay to known di orders. In Goffman s (1963) analysis of the effects of stigma on the 

tigmati d h note the propensity for discredited individuals to internalize the negative 

ocial p re ption and indeed to truggle with depression and anxiety issues. Without a 

d p r ploration into the legitimacy of transgenderism as an identity it is presun1ptive 

nd count rpr ductive to conclude it is a disorder of the mind and to base research on 

uch individual on this fallacious premise. 

M dical lit rature doe not suggest the ame presumption but falls short in its 

own lack of cope. The predominant focus of medical literature emphasizes the practice 

f R a i nm nt urger (SRS) and transgender access to medical care (Scott-Dixon 

2009). I do not wi h to make light of such contributions, but hope to accentuate the 

limit d n tur f u h r~ ..... ,.._._rch in under tanding ethical practices in tr ining and 

h althc r deli ery. 

ithin iol gy and social psychology insufficient attention ha been paid to 

th I pm nt of tr g nd r identities and th lived , peri nces of trans gender 
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p r on . s xpounded upon in the following section highlighting social issues from 

ci l gical lit rature on transgenderism the majority of research has focused on the 

m r - cal : how the transgender population fits into society (Bockting 2009; Winter et 

al. 2009· a hore t al. 2009· Shelley 2009· Gerhardstein et al. 20 I 0) the denial of and 

truggl t ward equal representation and access to institutions such as healthcare and 

l al ri ht ( cott-Dixon 2009· Green 2008) and the transgender movement for the 

r m val of G ID from the DSM-IV -TR and future versions of this diagnostic tool. These 

tudi fail to account for the micro-level of interpretation, and as such, are restricted in 

th ir u fuln from a gender and sexuality standpoint. · 

Worn n and gender studies takes a more thorough and analytical approach to the 

int r t of g nder identity and sexual orientation of the trans gender population building 

cont xtual framework of queer theory and alternative sex and gender identities on 

which to ba further research (see Butler 1990). It is, however, limited in a significant 

way. Th nee ary politicizaf on implied fundamentally in the pursuit of women s and 

g nd r tudie creates a rift between impartial observation and analysis and the subjective 

r valu -lad n pre entiments of the individuals or coalitional factions of the women's and 

g nd r mov ments (see: Hundley et al. 2009· Lind 2008; Mathen 2004· Namaste 2009· 

P rk r 2007). The research and theoretical frameworks produced are not indeed intended 

for bj ctiv cientific use but rather in the missibn for equal rights. Though the push 

toward ocial ju tice may be viewed as noble by those who share the sentiments and may 

b a har d goal of ome ociological research as well this bias limits the empirical 
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v lidity of uch arguments. Within a sociological context, values if not removed entirely 

hich i under tandably impossible are at least kept in check by the accuracy and 

lidity fr producible results. 

Thi the i bridges a critical gap across the existing interdisciplinary literature on 

tr n g nd r populations by focusing on qualitative micro-level descriptive data that takes 

int unt th fir t per on lived experience of transgender individuals. The emphasis on 

If-id nti fication the construction of identity and the interplay between biological sex, 

u lity and g nder identity is crucial to resolving the lack of knowledge available 

r rdin the e theme and their relation to transgenderism. 

OCI L ISSUES 

The tran gender population is not only hidden but controversial and 

1nar inali ed on multiple fronts. Transgender people face a gamut of social issues 

ran
0

ing from pathologization and stigma to legal rights in politics healthcare, and the 

w rkplac . Th following is a discussion of these social issues and the implications for 

tran xual individuals. Some of these topics will be discussed further by participants in 

thi tudy. 

he v ry fact that transgenderism and GID are identified as psychological 

di ord r fo ter a pathologization of the body-mind connection. In a seven-country 

factor analytic tudy on transprejudice and patholdgization, Winter et al. (2009) found the 

b Ii f that MTFs were mentally ill was 'the most powerful underlying factor in 

d t rmining tran prejudice. This stigma poses obstacles to self-development attachment 
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and r I tion hip and the capacity for intimacy (Bockting 2009). Participants in a study 

by C hor and Tua on (2009) discussed the struggle to reconcile their inner identity 

ith th ir out r r presentation and the need to hide or closet their identities due to fear of 

sti m ti ation di crimination and violence. Stigma can be heavily impacted by the 

of pa ing a transsexual person is able to achieve. Passing is defined by Shelley 

th vi w by ciety that a person is an 'ordinary heterosexual." Individuals who do not 

I, pa ar at mo t risk of harassment, discrimination, and daily instances of 

r pudiation a w 11 as e periencing 'rejection ... and hostility' (2009: 387). These 

individual ar al o more prone to harsher prejudicial attitudes by non-trans-people, an 

id ol r B rr d to as tran phobia. Transphobia is associated with sexual prejudice 

high l v I of religiosity or religious fundamentalism, less contact with transgender 

p pl or e ual minoritie a belief that there is not a biological basis to trans gendered_ 

b h vior e i t attitudes and more stereotyped beliefs about gender roles (Gerhardstein 

ct al. 010: 62). Individuals who 'pass are not free however from the fear of 

po ur and are persistently subject to legal political, and healthcare discrimination. 

hi tigma do not merely affect the psychological well-being of trans exual 

individual but rather manifests in more systemic ways. Trans-people are faced with 

di ., rimin tion in h lthcar rvice due to their non-normative or perceived deviant 

t tu by h alth are professional as a result of fluid gender/sex roles and to threat of 

utin b h althcare professionals (Scott-Dixon 2009). Trans-people despite th ir 

b dil adaptations and psychological identity (their preferred sex) are consistently faced 
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with in titutional forms of transphobia and prejudice within the legal and political 

Y t m (Gre n 2008). Transgender people regularly find themselves faced with job loss 

and th inability to participate in military service if their gender dysphoria, the unease or 

di ati faction as ociated with their physically sexed body is divulged. After surgery, 

th individual are till barred from participation based on the 'major genital 

bnormality or d feet of the genitalia such as a change of sex' (Green 2008). Further 

in titutional di crimination occurs when transgender people pursue marriage as the 

d i i n in al ndmark UK case in 1970 illustrates: three criteria at birth detennine legal 

e : hr mo omes gonads and genitalia' (Green 2008). Similar legislation exists in the 

nit d tat and tran gender people like same sex partners, are often not legally 

r o niz d a married. 

In a final and more ubliminal way transgendered people continue to live on the 

n1arg1n f oci ty in part due to their institutional and systemic invisibility that 

ri inat in th lack of a linguistic distinction (Lenning 2009). Gendered language is 

c n tructed to reinforce and perpetuate a binary system of sex .and gender, minimizing 

th pr nee of tho e who fall out ide the realm of 'he' or she. Considering the 

n1anifold forms ot non-normative biological sex including transsexual and intersex (an 

un1br Ila t rm which d cribes over 70 variations of biological sex) the current language 

t 111 di mi e the non-dichoto1nously sexed preventing the public from the 

condition d thought of transgender people as an accepted sex/gender. 
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CHAPTER II[ 

METHODS 

Thi ection explicates the research design and execution, beginning with a 

di cu ion of grounded theory and followed by a step-by-step discussion of procedure. 

Th ction concludes with a discussion of risks and research limitations and strengths. 

GROUNDED THEORY 

Du to the lack of extensive research on this specific topic, this study was 

pproached from a grounded theory perspective. Through grounded theory, lived realities 

of r pond nt were examined as they were reported and emergent themes organically 

am to Ii~ fro1n th r sponses. In grounded theory, no hypothesis exists; rather the tudy 

focu on ob ervable data and emerging patterns as they exist in order to lead to future 

r arch que tions. According to the definitive text Discovery of Grounded Theory: 

Strategies for Qualitative Research by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss, a grounded 

theory approach : 

allow[ ] ub tantiative concepts and hypotheses to emerge first, on their own, 

enabl the analy t to ascertain which if any formal theory may help hi1n 

• 

gen rate hi ubstantiative theories. He can then be more faithful to his data, 

rather than forcing it to fit a theory. He can be more objective and less 

th or tically bia ed. Of course this also means that he cannot merely apply 
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P r nian or M rtonian categories at the start but must wait to see whether they 

ar link d to the mergent ubstantiative theory concerning the issue in focus 

(2006: 34). 

round d th ory i particularly useful in the area of social justice research which 

addr p w r pr stige re ources and suffering among peoples and individuals 

( h rm O l 0: 59). W rking with transgendered individuals does indeed have social 

ju ti implication a the population is one subject to intense stigma and institutional 

I ck of a c . harmaz e pounds on the use of grounded theory in such research 

e, pl inin th t it rv a a tool to see beyond the obvious' : to determine implicit 

m an1n 1 and action and to "theorize tentative but plausible accounts of them" (2010: 

l ). It i n c ary in a grounded theory approach for the researcher to subject such 

conj ctur to tring nt crutiny testing and re-testing in order to determine their 

D FINITION OF TERMS 

B cau of the po ition of 1narginality this group occupies in society many of the 

term nd r n m u d in thi thesis may be unfamiliar or con idered as multifariou , in 

111 n1n . 

[ 1 · · h phy ical body on the pectrum from male tO female. 

I i 
I J n r : n indi idu l p rsonal or p ychological identification on the pectru1n 

r m m n t man a it i under toad as a ocial con truction. 
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[- Tran ition: Starting to live as the gender opposite the individual s biological sex. 

Thi may include measures such as hormone therapy and the culmination of sex

r a ignment surgery that many trans-people undergo to move from their 

wrongly-bodied sex to their preferred sex. 

[ ] Tran gender: Individuals who are seeking to transition, are in the midst of 

tran itioning or have fully transitioned. 

Tran -people: A term used to delineate those who identify as transgender 

rJ Int r d: An umbrella term used to describe genitalia or anatomical sex that is 

not d finitively male or female. 

[ 1 R : x r as ignment surgery the surgical process of reconstructing an 

individual genitalia from male to female or female to male. 

[ l FTM: F male-to-Male transition 

LJ MTF: Male-to-Female Male to Female 

MTI: Male to Intersexed 

RE EARCH QUESTIONS 

Thi th i concentrates on a series of four research questions: How do 

tr n nd r p ople place themselves on the spectrum of gender identity and of sexual 

ori ntation. How do transgender people perceive and construct their gender identity and 

e ual orientation as ituated within a socially systemic binary? How do transgender 

p ople eek to or undertake the transition to the opposite sex as a means to reconcile their 

phy ically ed body with their disparate gender identity? What are the central concerns 
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nd i u for tran gender people in terms of their experience with transition and re

cquaintanc with the world in a new identity? 

and 

Th qu tion were not stated explicitly within the semi-structured interviews 

uch ar grouped and analyzed thematically dependent upon the respondents ' 

P RTICIPANTS 

Participant ought for this study were individuals who are seeking transition are 

in ti n iti n or have transitioned from their born biological sex to the opposite sex. Both 

MT and FTM individuals were sought for participation. Actual N ranged from 50 to 54. 

ar f with a n1ean age of 52.5 years of age. The four participants included three 

MT tr n nd r p r ons and one Male-to-Intersexed (MTI) transgender person. No 

, lu i n r made based upon ethnicity socioeconomic status or the religious 

ffi liation of th participants. 

n wball ampling where participants locate and direct other interested parties 

with ut dir ct contact by the researcher was used in order to find and make contact with 

p t ntial participant . To re pect possible interviewee s privacy information about the 

tud nd m c ntact information were imparted th~ough word of mouth, beginning with 

a c1 ti n I had made through LGBT activism and individuals I personally knew who 

r in tran ition or had tran itioned. I joined a transgender ally group as well and 

b fri nd d th group leader who offered to participate in the research as a chance to 
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hav h r tory h ard in an academic venue. Though the pool of contacts began as a 

pro imally clo group this was not a sample built of convenience· the final participants 

ri d in ographical location occupational pursuits and other defining lifestyle 

haract ri tic . Participants are identified in this thesis with pseudonyms: Anna Stacy 

Kyli and Rachel. 

REFLECTIONS ON THE SAMPLE 

P rticipant r cruited for the study were from the northeastern parts of Texas. 

Thr con id red themselves to be Caucasian while one identified as American Indian. 

hr P' rticipant w re currently employed occupying a range of positions from 

working in in urance retail managing and a master mechanic who worked odd jobs for . 

uppl 1n nt I incom . One participant was a retired computer technician, and another 

participant was a full-time graduate student. Income was only shared by three 

r p nd nt and th divulged range panned from $11 500 to $50,000 per year. One of 

th r pondent graduated from high school one from a two-year college program one 

fr n1 a baccalaur at program and one is pursuing a graduate degree. The mean nu1nber 

f y ar of chooling was 14. 75 years. Participants reported a range of family living 

itu i n including t ho were married one who has lived with a long-term partner 

thr u h th cour of tran itioning and one who was single a~ the time of the interview. 

Thr participant rev al d that they were di owned or had not been in contact with their 

famil of origin in decades. Two participants maintain contact with children. All four 

p rtic ip nt id ntified th m elv as members of the Christian religion or believers in the 
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hri tian faith to varying degrees with one participant stating she belonged to none that 

d not include LGBT persons. 

It i worth remarking that recruitment began with the goal of reaching at least 

thr MTF and three FTMs in order to make note of any differences that might exist in 

u l ri nt tion gender identity or experiences between the groups. Actual recruiting 

y1 Id d l v n r pon with only four following through with an interview and all of 

h m id ntified as MTF or MTI. It is worth noting that respondents included only 

indi idual in th ir early fifties. Those interviewed identified with Christian or Christian

b d r Ii 1ou id ology. Given the relative homogeneity of the group it would be 

inter tin to how the groups were represented in future studies and recruitment 

tt mpt . 

RI KS 

With all human ubject studies there are risks that may affect the participants 

w ll-b 1n th tudy or the re archer. The risks of this study and their resolutions are as 

follow . 

Loss o_f 'onfidentiality 

onfidentiality was protected to the extent that is allowed by law. The 

w w r h ld at a time that the participant and the researcher agreed upon. No 

on c pt for the primary researcher will know participants real names. The tapes an.d 

th ritt n int rview tran cripts were stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher's office. 

Onl th r arch r and the research advisors heard the tapes or read the written 
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interview tran cripts. All other non-identifiable data will be destroyed by 2018 and will 

b k pt until then in a locked filing cabinet in the researcher's locked office. Code names 

ha b n u d in order to protect the identity of the participants. 

Du to the possible length of the interviews, there was also a risk of physical 

fati u or di comfort. Participants were advised they could take breaks in order to 

n1inin1 iz the discomforts. Additionally, waste of time due to the time commitment 

a ociat d with participation in the study posed a possible risk. Interviews were 

ch dul d around the participants time commitments and participants were advised they 

cou ld top the interview or reschedule at any time withoufpenalty. 

Du to the nature of recruitment there was also a risk of coercion. The researcher 

att mpt d to mini1nize this risk by allowing participants to make initial contact with the 

r arch r. No contact was made with any participant without initial contact being 1naqe 

by th participant. All participation in this study was voluntary. 

B cau of the sensitiv nature of this study there was also a risk of 

mbarra ment psychological or emotional discomfort, and anxiety. The researcher 

con1piled a list of names and contacts for mental healthcare professionals who could 

a i t participant if any such discomfort or anxiety occurred. 

IN TRUMENTS 

An interview chedule was developed for the purpose of this study. Ten 

dem graphic questions included the participants' age sex, gender ethnic group 

affi liation education religious affiliation income, living situation, family relationships 
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and ccupation. Following these questions, seven primary questions were posed. These 

qu ti n addr ed ob tacles faced perceived differences in quality of life, sexual 

n nt tion and participant insights. Secondary follow-up questions addressed counseling 

nd th r pecifics about the choice to transition. 

DAT A COLLECTION 

B cau e of the sensitive nature of the research questioning I did not utilize a list 

of n kind in order to contact possible participants as I did not wish to infringe upon 

th ir privacy or cau e any type of emotional distress. My recruitment process utilized 

-- n wball an1pling. I contacted individuals I know who had undergone transition to pass 

along information regarding the study and my contact information to others who had 

und r on tran ition or were in transition. Once an individual had participated, I asked if 

th y uld r fer any other individuals they may know who would be interested in 

p rti ipating in the tudy and to provide those individuals with n1y contact information. 

Initial contact between participants and the researcher was made entirely by the 

p rticipant to the designated study e-mail address. Upon initial contact, the researcher 

hared with the individuals the goals of the study and set up a time, date and location for 

am ting if th y wi hed to participate in a face-to-face recorded interview. They were 

advi d at that tin1e of the re1nuneration offered for their participation which consisted of 

a 10 Vi a gift card and the option to receive a copy of the study findings. 
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B t r ch intervi w the participant was asked to read an informed consent 

tt r pr 1n th confidentiality purpose and all other relevant aspects of the study. 

n mpl t d ach participant signed the consent form received a copy for 

th n1 nd n py wa given to the researcher. Each participant then engaged in a 

di 11 r rd d int rvi w with cheduled breaks at each hour mark if the interview 

d d l n r. Int rvi w w re digitally recorded to audio files using a standard 

i it l r rd r. t th conclu ion of the interviews participants were thanked for their 

tin nd ff r d th ir r muneration. Data collection ceased with the completion of the 

l t int rvi w. Int rvi w ranged significantly from 19 minutes to two hours. 

ptur th int rvi w in an audio recording for use in later transcription., a 

t nd rd di it 1 r cord r wa u ed. This instrument stored digital files of the audio 

r 1 n f th int rvi w and was used to playback data during transcription. Once 

int rvi r tran crib d file w re erased and purged from the digital recorder. Only 

th pnn 1p l in ti ator had ac e s to these digital audio files. 

Wh n d t coll ction c ased, the interviews were transcribed word for word, 

n tin tim :fi r p ch and making notes about verbal cues or markers that aro e 

durin th int rvi r r pon e . Transcription was performed in the researcher s locked 

h m tfi and onl th principal investigator was privy to the audio recordings. Upon 

mpl ti n f tran ription the audio files were deleted and purged from the digital . 

r rd r nd n id ntif ing information pres nt in the transcriptions was censored. 
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D T NALYSIS 

Du to th mall 12 of the ample no coding software was used to analyze the 

c nt nt f the interviews. ach transcription was combed through manually to identify 

comm n th m among respondents and notes made during transcription were addressed 

and fl h d out at that point. 

Th pro e of analy is was driven by connecting common subjects and themes 

' m ng th participant responses. I searched for key words regarding sexuality sexual 

ri nt ti n nd g nd r while allowing for emergent or unexpected themes to surface as I 

1nin d th tran criptions. Once the themes had been manually coded, I reflected on the 

p ibl c nn ct ion and implications of their responses. It was important to highlight not 

nly that which I found notable but that which the participants felt to be profound. 

LIMIT A TIO NS AND STRENGTHS 

Th r cruited group of participants was too small to be considered generalizable. 

uch th ample represented is not to be taken as synecdoche or representation of the 

ntir tr n nd r population. The relative homogeneity of the sample in terms of 

, e lg nd r g ographic locality age and race also served to restrict the generalizability. 

n r liz bl d t a n t th purpose of the ~udy and the results hould not be treated 

uch. It i tr n th how v r in the embodiment of this r~ earch that a maller group 

of p rticipant min d· with only four participants I was able to devote m6re time 

and n r to th int rviews and analyses of responses. The intricate details of the 

tr n cript did n t c p m notice as they perhaps would have with a larger ample 
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12 . In tead the interviews took on a very intimate nature, in which participants were 

llowed to be een as real individuals with faces and lives, humanizing them to me, the 

r arch r. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Th following ection engages in sharing the descriptive data acquired during the 

int rvi w with participants. The first four sections introduce the participants, followed 

by th ir p cific an wers offered to research questions. Due to the semi-structured 

appr ach to the interview following question by question on the survey tool is not 

po ibl · in t ad., topics are ordered thematically. An in-depth discussion of notable 

1 u will app ar in the following chapter. 

PARTICIPANTS 

II I! nna. 

Anna 50 glanc s around the room quickly. She tells me she is nervous about seeing 

om one h knows who is not a part of the transgender community. The only interview 

conduct d in a public place Anna requested a location where she could be in her 

I 1nent. h don a bl nde wig that reaches to her shoulders in a bob. She is easily 6 feet 

tall nd lin1 and her kitten heels add nearly another inch to her height. She wears -a green 

wrap t p with full-length leeves over a black pencil skirt. She wears full make-up 

including foundation eyeliner and shadow mascara, blush and lip gloss. She confides 
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h t h i fru trat d with her eyebrows, but she can't shape them without raising 

u pi i n . h t ll m her wife thinks she is meeting ]ate with a client. 

n th dat four int rview Stacy was 53 years-o ld. She lives openly as a transgendered 

i ndi idu L n t nly by tran itioning and I iving openly as a woman, but by addressing the 

qu ti n durin a run for public office. Her path to transitioning began 12 years ago. She 

i dr din tr ndy blu and white blouse and wears her sandy brown hair just past her 

h uld r . h i not w aring make-up. Her voice is definitively deep and a thick Texan 

dr l 1n rk h r word . She i traightforward in her responses, and remains poised 

thr u h ut th 1najority of the interview. 

"K Ii . I 

Kyli th l ad r of a transgender advocacy group, exudes a composed and efficient 

pr n . h ar h r blonde hair nearly to her waist and straight. Her glasses are 

d li al nhancing her light eyes. She appears to wear very little make-up. She 

'lf d r d t- hirt and jean which how off her tall and slender frame. She 

mil h nd we peak about her passion for transgender activism. She 

.. c k 1 n purp ful 1 nn r with an affected ofter tone. 
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"R 1chel. " 

Ra h I 54 liv a dual life. Though in the midst of transition, she appears before me as a 

111 n. h w ars a plain grey t-shirt in which her growing breasts are noticeable. 

0 th rwi ., he is in jeans and tennis shoes with her greying brown hair pulled into a pony 

tail t th nape of h r neck. In her self-described red-neck" hometown she chooses the 

implicity of living as Steven her name before transition. She is able to explain away 

th br a t to fellow residents as a byproduct of medical treatments for hypertrophy a 

h rt condition that leaves her with little time to live. When we meet, she expresses her 

irpn that I am a cis-gendered ( comfortable-in-skin) woman. She told me that based on 

th t pie of my re earch she expected me to be transgendered as well. She does not dwell 

n it but in t ad joke that she needed more practice with her voice" so she could sound 

mor lik me. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 1: TRANSITIONING AND GENDER IDENTITY 

Th fir t que tion in the study was concerned with how participants came to transition in 

th ir daily life. All four participants responded that transitioning was not a choice for 

th m. Anna explained it this way It's not really something ... I made a choice to, but I 

didn t 111ake a choice to if that makes sense. I mean, I ve always been a woman. Um 

. .. Wh n you are omething you know. ' Rachel echoed the same idea saying ' Always 

1 d dr ing up in female stuff. When I could learn to do makeup buying shoes, 

al king. tacy took a different approach discussing how the existing body of research 
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indicat people are born transgender, but shared the same sentiment as the other five in 

1ng It omething we know from our first memories that something wasn't quite 

right . .. I ve alway known I was a little different.' Kylie mentioned ''Your awareness of 

ur r nder i usually known to you.' 

he interview then moved to a discussion of obstacles faced before transitioning. 

t cy r ported a general fear saying 

The thing with everybody is the fear. It's just; it's a fear of the unknown. 

You ju t don t know you know what so1nebody is feeling. You ask 

your elf What will happen if I get seen?' ... All these fears come out ... 

and there s good foundation for them. You hear stories or read an article 

where a transgender person is beat to death or shot to death cause of who 

th y were. 

Rach l hared Stacy s sentiments, reporting her biggest obstacle as 'Texas ... 

th y hat tran g nders. They are far behind New Mexico. No protection here. Lots of 

r dn ck hater . More transgenders die from hate crimes in this state. ' Other obstacles 

d ribed included dealing with a body that is not one's own, as outlined by Anna in 

a 1n You know it s not n1ine. It s like if you· woke up wearing some suit you can t 

t k ff. Kylie biggest obstacle was more specitlc and centered on misperceptions of 

h r uality. To put her experience in perspective she shared how she realized her 

id ntit at a time before modern awareness saying 'There was no internet. There was 

JU t g y. P ople ju t thought I was you know, gay.' 
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Ob tacl faced during and since transition gravitated toward fears over 

mpl m nt and relation hips which four of five participants hared. Rachel indicated 

cone m about relationships but also with her new identity ' Telling anyone else other 

th n t mily. nd the growth of breasts ... also being only half-ways as I arn not getting 

an p r tion. Stacy shared her concern with her spousal relationship saying 'I don t 

nt t I h r through a divorce ... but then at the same time she ... The way my body 

ch ne, d and with the image and all ... That s one of the things that s changed and she 'Is 

stru lin with that. Anna summed up her worries about her job in saying I work with 

p pl and I don t know how understanding they ll be." Kylie echoed a similar fear, but 

th n w nt on to hed light on battling internal conflicts 

pecially coming to terms with who I was in some way ... who I was internally. 

D ling with those u1n caused major issues for me. But then as time goes on, . 

thank God I don t need to do that. And I've found employment. Really it s 

ur iv bility. urvivability becomes the main issue." 

Th n xt que tion focused on qualities in the participants present lives that 

han d r th nticipate will change with transition. Anna spoke about her hopes that 

ith h rm n he will 

st rt t £ I mor lik my body i my body ... I already feel better ju t admitting 

to m lf hat I really want. I mean you go through life and think nobody can· 

und r tand and you ju t hide. You hide from everything. And you tart telling 
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yourself that you re wrong. And you know you re lying, but what can you do? 

You ve been pretending so long. You never do really believe it though. 

Kylie reported she is much happier and that she is now ' emotionally ... able to 

c nn ct to people. I have beautiful creature around me. I m very happy. ' Rachel shared 

h r hope that he will live longer and feel happier as a female even if not all the way 

... I lik to fee l pretty. Stacy declared that 'in a lot of ways, it's better. Better internally. 

B tt r mentally.' She also discussed the new challenges that exist in navigating the 

w rid understanding of what is a ' woman.' She says 

I have to keep that in mind. Make sure that everything is correct and all that ... 

B cau e one of the things I don't want to do is I don t want to be like, okay I m a 

man but I m pretending to be a woman. I want people to know I am a f e1nale I m 

a woman. It who I am. 

RE EARCH QUESTION 2: SEXUAL ORIENTATION 

At thi point of the interview, participants were asked about their sexual 

ori ntation before transitioning. Two participants reported identifying as straight 

(biological ex attracted to opposite biological sex) while two participants identified 

th m Iv as having been bisexual. Following this question, participants were asked 

hat ual orientation they identify with currently. At the time of the interview three of 

th participant classified themselves as lesbians while one participant maintained her 

bi xual orientation. One respondent, Stacy expressed her thoughts about labeling . 

plaining: 
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~ I d say ... [ m a lesbian right now, if they wanna label stuff. Because when 

you re talking to a transgender person what is straight? What is lesbian? What is 

gay. W re the third gender. We re automatically in a class by ourselves. Son1e 

people are so hung up on labels. It doesn t ... It s all blurred. rt doesn ' t mean 

anything. It might as well be 'one's green and one's purple."' 

nna al o offered a less committed answer saying: 

W 11 I guess you d call me a lesbian? I never really thought about it. I'm still 

attract d to my wife if that s what you mean. I guess it is what it is. I don t really 

think of my If as a lesbian but I am a woman and attracted to women ... 

Attract d to my wife ... So I guess I ma lesbian." 

RESEARCH QUESTION 3: COUNSELING AND TRANSGENDER SUPPORT 

ERVICES 

Participants were asked whether they seek or have sought counseling or other 

tran g nd r upport mental health services. Three participants shared they had sought 

c un ling or continued to seek counseling while one participant was seeking 

c un ling but had not yet undergone any therapy. Anna explained why she had not yet 

und r ne coun eling by saying I feel like I need to tell my wife. I need to talk to my 

f mily fir t. But I m looking yeah. Kylie shared her thoughtS about the importance of 

th rapy aying 

I probably would have stumbled had it not been for therapy and not just any 

th rap . It i critical to find a therapist who is qualified who understands ... You 
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have to filter out the real people from the unreal people. Therapy is definitely 

ab olutely necessary. 

t cy choed the e thoughts saying [ definitely push for these therapy sessions. Get the 

fog ut of th ir eye so they can see where they re going. Rachel extended her 

c mm nt into the general healthcare field, saying 

I have been to counseling with X' my life mate and it is helpful because 

ev ryone needs to know what they are getting into. However, it is not a mental 

illne and that part makes me mad that some people want to call it a sickness. 

About health problems you see ... When you go to a doctor that does not wish to 

under tand or talk about your gender and ... Therefore, I worry about the 

tr atment I may or 1nay not get and I must tell them about my meds which let 

them know I am transgender. 

Furth r inv tigation into this issue may be found in the Findings and Implications 

· tion of thi the is. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 4: TRANS-IDENTITY 

t thi point in the interview, participants were asked if they could share one thing with 

th orld in r gards to tran itioning or trans-identities what it would be. Rachel opted not 

t r ·p nd dir ctly to thi que tion. tacy re ponded 

W v always been here. We ve always been here. Every historical document 

u n find and tran late ... The Egyptians ... Even in the Jewish Torah the first 
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er ature was transgendered. When you look at the biological evidence of it the 

h rmaphrodite or intersexed· all the evidence is there. It's been here forever. 

nna focused her answer on fear saying 

Our lives ... I mean what I do what you do what any transgender person does 

... What does it matter to anybody else? But it does matter I guess. I don't know 

why. But we have to live in fear, fear of coming out, fear of people find out our 

cret fear of people not approving once they know. Once we are out. By being 

clo ed-minded straight people and ... non-transgender people ... Make our lives 

hard r and ... we are constantly in fear. ' 

Kyli~ had a dif~ rent focus, reporting 

the 

Ther are so many words for who we are. But there's no need to be afraid 

anyn1ore ... It is getting better. There are still struggles in so many cases, but it is 

g tting better. It s amazing it is, but it is.' She continued to discuss a tangible 

difference he has observed in that a retail store (to remain unnamed) used to be 

known as no fly zones, meaning that as a transgender person um you would 

b b tt r off not using X s bathrooms because there's a good chance that you 

would be taken out of there by security . . Now we work there. Now I'm one of the 

upervi or . Things have changed. We have dignity and respect.' 

Participants were also asked if there were any questions they were not asked that 

uld have liked to have been asked. Kylie said that she would like to have 

di cu ed familial relations more closely saying ' it should probably be considered for 
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um on of your main questions as opposed to being a background question. Stacy 

har d her frustration with the current state of research being conducted by non-trans

id ntifi d people and her ultimate hope for society, saying, 

And also those researchers are straight individuals. They don't understand it to 

b gin with. For a straight person to understand a trans-person ... It's not 

happening. I ve talked to a lot of different folks from all walks, and they don t get 

it. And they re not going to get it. And we don't expect them to get it. But what 

w do expect and what we do want is acknowledgement and acceptance. That s 

it. Don t have to like it, don't have to be a part of it. Just have to acknowledge that 

y we are individuals we haven't been treated right; we've served our country ... 

rm a 30 year veteran. And uh, so ... We're people, we matter. And we just need 

to be accepted for who we are and that's it. Just say that's it, that s a person, let's 

rock n roll. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION OF lMPLICATIONS 

Thi chapter sheds light on the key findings and theoretical, practical and research 

•. ppli tion of the participant responses. Key findings include the inherent nature of 

g nd r id ntity a a non-aesthetic or purely physical identity, the problematic nature of 

I· b lin a non-binary identity within a binary system of identity the phenomenon of 

f; milial abandonment emergent reasoning for when the choice is made to transition, and 

th p rva iv nature of tigma within the medical and mental healthcare establishments. 

THE THIRD GENDER: BEYOND THE AESTHETIC 

Wh n qu tions centered on the self-identified gender of the participants and the 

f 1mation thereof respondents revealed no verbal or physical hesitation and immediately 

id ntifi d them elve as femal or mostly female. The nature of the responses throughout 

th intervi w betrayed no weakness in conviction that they were born, in essence, 

fe1nal in th wrong bodie . 

R current themes in the discussion of gender within the interview honed in on the 

h n it of th tran g nder or int r e ed identity and the biblical upport for th ir 

e i t nc tacy and Rach l particularly pointed ollt historical and biblical examples 

noting 
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ven in the Jewish Torah the first creature was transgendered. In the Torah, the 

way it literally translates Adam was split in half. When you look at biological 

vidence of it the hermaphrodite or intersexed; all the evidence is there. There are 

a lot of other cultures that recognize a third gender." 

Rachel hared a passage from one of the Gnostic texts or Lost Books of the Bible 

(b k con idered non-canonical among modem Christian clergy; actual book unnamed 

by Rachel): 

Th Savior replied Every nature, every modeled form, every creature, exists in 

and with ach other. They will dissolve again into their own proper root. For the 

natur of matter is dissolved into what belongs to its nature. Anyone with two ears 

able to hear should listen! ' 

Th e references to a hermaphroditism echo the thoughts of Foucault introduced 

1n hapt r 2. The idea is that a third gender is not only extant, but is spiritually 

afi guard d and perhaps even exalted, having been named explicitly in the Torah or Old 

T tam nt and later defended by Jesus the son of God in Christian ideology. 

The hared experiences of the participants, having always known their 

g nd r/anatomy incongruity, presents a problematic idea of just what anatomy's role is as 

it r late to gender. If the transgender or intersexed person is ·a naturally occurring 

phenomenon it necessarily destroys the binary of sex as we understand it in the common 

macular. The options no longer fall into male/female, but rather envelope a spectral 

range of , e . 0 is the concept of biologically detennined sex a purely social one? 
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Biological sex can be determined by several different factors, including the 

phy ical reproductive anatomy of the individual, the chromosomal make-up of the 

individual s DNA and the hormonal production or presence in an individual's body. 

What i mo t commonly used to identify male or female is the presence of what are 

c n id red male or female reproductive organs: a penis or a vagina. This anatomical 

di tinction however does not necessarily preclude the individual from having varying 

I v I of hormonal production or a completely opposite chromosomal identity from their 

phy ically appearing body ( e.g. having a penis but having XX chromosomal pairing). 

Wh n di tinct reproductive organs are not present in an infant, parents are given the 

option to de ignate the sex of their child, which doctors will then surgically modify the 

child to fit. In this case the distinction of sex not only lacks positive hormonal 

id ntification but also becomes arbitrary to the parents' aesthetic tastes or preferred 

g nd r for th ir child. Even in the clearest situations, in which a child's anatomy appears 

cl ically D n1ale or classically male much of what constitutes our understanding of 

biological ex is assumed based upon purely social constructions in the absence of the 

individual s complete biological make-up. The relationship between the individual s 

p yche and their anatomy is still not fully understood. 

LABELING AND SEXUAL IDENTITY: A PARADIGM SHIFT 

Participants in the present study identified "themselves currently as either lesbi~n 

r bi e ual d pending on their attraction to sexual partners of one sex or both. This 

c nfound pr vious ideas that transgender identity was somehow connected with the 
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d ire to reconcile one s anatomy with a normative (heterosexual) identity. Instead 

r p nd nt de ires to transition came from their intrinsic gender identification. Sexual 

ri ntation may be read as a biological phenomenon in which individuals experience 

ual attraction to one sex or another, both, or neither. For the purposes of this 

di u ion however we must examine the socially constructed element of sexual 

ori nt tion and how social impacts can affect self-labeling. 

Th id a of labeling extends in complicating the ability to locate one's self within 

th confin of sexual orientation. The advent of the Lesbian-Gay-BisexuaJ-Transgender

Qu tioning (or Queer in some circles)-Intersexed-Asexual (LGBTQIA) movement, 

l n with it 1nas ive growth in visibility over the past two decades, has broadened 

public awarene s to non-normative sexual and gender identities. The entire movement 

and r nd ring of any of the classifications within LGBTQIA, however, is identified 

pur ly in a po ition of other'· without the norm, and without the traditional and accepted 

dichotomous ideal of heterose uality there would be no culture of LGBTQIA. 

on quently by labeling one's self as transgender a person is necessarily buying into or 

int rnalizing (to some extent) the societal understanding of the person as deviant which 

di proportionately manifests socially as stigma. 

Wh n a ked to a ign labels of sexual orientation to themselves participant 

h itation and lack of commitment was notable. Though some presented more definitive 

id ~ r ample Stacy tating I do associate as lesbian. I m not going to say no· I m 

not int u en he seemed affected by the societal idea of what constitutes gay 
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bian bi exual or straight. Her earlier remarks betray her lack of confidence in the 

t mot labeling· expressing a similar sentiment to Foucault's idea that if there is 

om thing beyond the binary of man/woman, then one cannot possibly conclude that 

th r i a prescribed partnering for every person according to sex. If trans gender people 

r a mixing of sexual orientations and genders, occupying a sort of grey area between, 

th n cultural constructions of male-male or female-female relationships simply would be 

1mpo ible to apply to them. Therefore, a label of "queer," would be more appropriate as 

in Qu r Th ory it delineates those who fall outside the realm of the sexual binary. A 

hart d picting the route of transition and sexual orientation of the participants may be 

f und in Appendix C. It is necessary to further investigate the reasons behind transgender 

p opl exual elf-identification by traditional social rules when as a population they so 

blatantly violate those of gender. 

FAMILY TIES: CONCERNS AND REALITIES OF FAMILIAL 

BANDONMENT 

Three of the four participants shared that they had been disowned by their 

famili of origin for undertaking the process to resolve their conflicting inner and outer 

id ntitie . Goffman s ( 1963) discussion of stigma indicates that individuals who are tied 

clo ly with the tigmatized may be labeled with what Goffman calls a 'courtesy 

ti ma. Thi label d notes a person who shares iri the stigma of the truly stigmati.zed _and 

ar 

a 1n 

om of the shame by mere association or relation. Goffman expounds on this idea 

In eneral the tendency for a stigma to spread from the stigmatized individual to 
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hi clo e connections provides a reason why such relations tend either to be avoided or to 

b t rn1inated where existing' (Goffman 1963: 30). Further investigation is necessary to 

und r tand the family dynamics, beliefs lifestyles and other identity issues of these 

fami li and their choice to withdraw support from their children. 

P THS TO TRANSITION: MEDICAL AND SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

R a ons provided by participants for undergoing transition were less unified than 

p ct d. Notably all respondents viewed the "choice'' to transition as a non-choice; that 

th y had to take steps to reconcile their inner identity with their outer identity. Beyond 

thi initial thematic tie participants had reasons for seeking transition that were in some 

,~ y unique including one participant's desire to transition aligning with a need for 

It rnativ heart treatment for an enlarged valve. In Rachel's case her choice to begin 

tran itioning when she did was not only due to her inner and outer identity incongruen~e 

but al o due to medical necessity. Rachel sent an e-mail during the course of the data 

coll ction pha e which stated' This is the study that changed my life[.] The last few lines 

i [ ic] one reason why I am transgender so please read this so you can understand what I 

am talking about. The e-mail included the full-text of an article based on a study of 

g netic by Cornell and Vanderbilt Universities in which estrogen may' prove possible to 

d wn and ev n r r e the hypertrophy [in mice]. Chances are it will be similar in 

human . an individual suffering from hypertro~phy Rachel chose her particula_r 

mom nt to mo forward with transitioning in an experimental attempt to slow the 

proc of this d bilitating illness. 
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Participants also began the process at different times in their lives despite the 

h mogeneity of age range. Some transitioned as many as one or more decades ago and 

oth r as recently as a few years or, in Anna s case, at the time of this study. Each 

participant did explain how in their earlier lives, support systems for transgender people 

w r far les accessible and it was not until the commonplace use of the internet that 

allowed at least one participant to find others who related. This discovery of a safe space 

wa choed from three respondents and appeared to be a notable catalyst for the choice to 

und rgo transition. 

HEAL TH CARE AND STIGMA 

Three of the four participants had undergone therapy at the time of the study and 

all three upported its use. Anna had not yet begun therapy, but reported her friends 

within the trans-community had encouraged her to seek counseling. This support for 

th rap utic services, however, was tempered with the expectation that the mental 

h althcare professionals aidin transitioning people approached them as a therapist would 

any other client· that is to say a strong recurrent theme throughout the interviews and 

particularly among two respondents discussing counseling was a rejection of the idea that 

trans-identity is a mental illness. Kylie expounded on this idea, saying 

Well like I say, you know, most people have issues with past discrimination, 

family i sues. Regardless or not of any otlier you know, pathology. It takes ~ork 

for mo t people. Kind of like an eraser. Erase the chains that we bind ourselves 

with in order to keep the person inside out of the way. To let those chains free ... 
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Externally now that that person is out, allow that person to grow. Because there's 

an incredible opportunity you know, intellectually and psychologically to um, to 

grow. Past that I think a therapist can help you to build relationships and remain 

obj ctive. 

Interview participant responses seemed to indicate counseling should be used as a 

1n an of d aling with the baggage associated with taking on transitioning in an 

unr c ptive world. In essence, counselors should be helping their transgender clients to 

cop with stigma. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present study served to highlight several important themes among the MTF 

(and MTI) transgender population. Although the study sample is not large enough to be 

5 
n r li bl the themes presented provide intriguing questions for future research. 

The individuals interviewed expressed that gender identity is innate and has 

alway been a part of their existence; this element of their identity was never in question. 

What was in question conversely, was the path with which to pursue life with an inner 

id ntity that did not match an outer identity. The orientation as a third gender or a gender 

out ide the realm of the dichotomous system of acculturation in the United States and 

much of the Western World, has implications for the treatment of both gender and 

bi logical ex a ocial constn1ctions. 
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Participants also expressed openness with their sexual orientation but appeared 

c n trained by societal definitions created for a binary (male/female) system. These 

eemed difficult to operationalize among individuals who found themselves 

out id of this male/female dichotomy and implies the two-pronged system of partnering 

that i considered acceptable or appropriate must be reimagined both theoretically and in 

th ocial perception. 

Participant experiences in counseling and other healthcare endeavors suggested 

h w important personal exploration and mental health are considered among these 

individual but advised as well against healthcare providers who were insensitive to the 

n d nd realities of transgender people. This sheds light on the gap in knowledge 

one ming the experiences of stigma among transgender people in healthcare settings 

while raising new questions and concerns regarding treatment of transgender populations. 

THEORETICAL, RESEARCH AND PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The findings within thi thesis have a tremendous impact on the theoretical 

approach to transgender identity. Researchers and theorists have historically attempted to 

und rstand transgenderism as an identity attempting to reconcile one s sexuality to a 

h teronormative standard· for instance, a male would transition to female in order to 

ch ng the exual orientation from a gay man to a straight female. By dissecting the issue 

f g nder id ntity from exual orientation and eveh biological sex in terms of a sociaJ\y 
t 

con truct d id ntity the respondents comments and self-identification clearly goes 

gain t thi paradigm. As well language must be re-evaluated in order to appropriately 
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, pre s the authentic nature of a non-binary system of gender identity and sexual 

ri ntation. 

The research implications follow the theoretical implications. Research that 

ntializes., namely in assuming a sexual motive behind gender transition and SRS., 

n1u t be re-evaluated. Transgender identity should be treated independently as gender 

id ntification nothing more and nothing less. Language used to conduct research should 

al o reflect this understanding. 

R earch should also take into account the limited nature of these findings as all 

participants were middle-aged. Future research must be more inclusive of a wider range 

f age in order to get a complete picture of what realities for this community are 

int rg nerationally. 

Practically speaking., the medical and mental healthcare providers and trainers 

would b nefit from taking this knowledge into account. These establishments should take 

tep to incorporate instructio for practitioners in dealing with transgender and other 

ually and gender marginalized groups to ease the experience of stigma and discomfort 

in r c iving healthcare. For instance, practitioners would benefit in determination of 

diagno es and patient confidence by approaching the transgender patient with legitimacy 

nd u e of a gender pectrum instead of considering only the binary constructions. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

Rachel observation that in medical treatment transgender people are necessarily 

out d rai e erious questions for future exploration. How do healthcare providers 
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int ract with transgender people in a treatment setting? How does discovery that a 

pati nt' observed gender and biological sex are incongruous affect the patient/healthcare 

pr ider dynamic? How do physicians perceive gender-identity issues? Do healthcare 

pr vid r believe gender identity is a legitimate concern? Do healthcare providers 

n ounter trans-patients who are less willing to seek healthcare because of their status? 

H w do transgender people perceive the quality of care they receive? Do trans-patients 

p re iv that their doctors focus on mental health issues rather than physical concerns 

du to their gender issues (for example attributing physical symptoms to psychological 

di tr ) . How open are transgender people with their gender status in the healthcare 

tt in . Do they openly share this with their physician or does the physician 'happen' 

upon it. Do they limit the providers they will see due to their status (for instance do they 

a r gular doctor but avoid the emergency room)? These questions serve as merely . 

pringboards for exploration into the experiences of transgender people within medical or 

oth r h althcare settings. 

G nd r identity sexual orientation and experiences of stigma within healthcare 

tt ing could be further explored in a three-tiered research project focusing on the 

p r p ctiv of healthcare providers who specialize in trans-care healthcare providers of 

0 
n ral nature and transgender people. Examining overarching questions in this way 

w uld contribute to a far-reaching project that broadens and enhances the present state of 

knowl dge concerning trans-identity and stigma, particularly as it pertains to the 

h a lthcare fie ld. Deeper knowledge regarding the interplay of trans-identity and 
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healthcare could have broad applications in the medical community concerning trans

awar n s di ersity training and developing strategies for providing medical care to this 

p cia]ized and under-researched population. 

xploration of the dynamics of families including transgender persons would shed 

li ght on the prevalence and reasons for the disengagement from those pursuing transition. 

I would recommend a demographic study foremost, to be followed by a qualitative 

int rvi w-ba ed proce s to determine attitudes and beliefs which may be thematically 

, imilar. 

Additional research could involve an investigation into the bioethics of body 

modification as it relates to transgenderism and a similarly stigmatized condition: Body 

Int grity Identity Disorder (BIID). BUD is characterized by the persistent and distressing 

d ir to becon1e an amputee or paralyzed due to a dis-identification with part or all of 

th body. Currently no successful psychotherapeutic or pharmaceutical therapy exists to 

a uage ymptoms of those who suffer from BUD, but electing to become an amputee or 

paraly d offers relief of the associated distress (Millier 2009). More profound 

kn I dg i n c ary to understand the relationship between the experiences of 

tran g nd r and BIID individuals and to navigate the bio-political and social controversy 

m nc ptualizing non-normative identity as pathology and determining whether 

ut nom b long to those experiencing identity dysphoria. 
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APPENDIX A 

Letter of Approval from IRB 
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APPENDIX B 

Chart of Participant Paths of Transition and Sexual Orientation. 
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BEFORE AFTER 

Participant Sex Sexual Orientation Sex Sexual Orientation 

A M Straight F Lesbian 

K M Bisexual F Bisexual 

R M Bisexual F/1 Lesbian 

s M Straight F Lesbian 
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